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Key Points:13

• Saturn’s northern UV aurorae at solstice were sampled from HST observations co-14

ordinated with Cassini’s Grand Finale.15

• The observed aurorae are highly variable with powerful events, radiating up to16

120 GW, controlled by solar wind and planetary rotation.17

• The average auroral brightness strongly varies with LT with two maxima at dawn18

(previously known) and pre-midnight (newly identified).19
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Abstract20

Saturn’s northern far-ultraviolet aurorae have been regularly observed throughout21

2017 with the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) of the Hubble Space Tele-22

scope (HST), during northern summer solstice. These conditions provided the best achiev-23

able viewing of the northern kronian auroral region for an Earth-based telescope and a24

maximal solar illumination, expected to maximize the magnetosphere-ionosphere cou-25

pling. The HST observations were coordinated with in situ measurements along the path26

of the Cassini spacecraft across auroral field lines during the Grand Finale. In this study,27

we analyze 24 STIS images concurrently with quasi-continuous Cassini/RPWS measure-28

ments of Saturn’s Kilometric Radiation and solar wind parameters derived from numerical29

MHD models. The observed northern aurorae display highly variable auroral components,30

down to timescales of minutes, with a total power ranging from 7 to 124±11 GW. They31

include a prominent main oval poleward of 72◦ latitude and shifted by ∼ 3◦ toward the32

nightside, which bears clear signatures of the solar wind and planetary rotation control,33

unexpectedly frequent cusp emissions near noon, including the brightest ever reported34

event which radiated 13 ± 1 GW, and a dayside weak secondary oval situated around 70◦35

latitude. On average, the northern aurorae display a strong LT dependence with two max-36

ima at dawn and pre-midnight, the latter being attributed to regular nightside injections37

possibly associated with solstice conditions. The average aurora also displays clues of a38

rotational control of the oval’s average position, but not of its intensity. These results39

provide a reference frame to analyze Cassini in situ and/or remote measurements, whether40

simultaneous or not.41

1 Introduction42

Saturn’s aurorae have been intensively observed from Earth over the past decades43

with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) in the far-ultraviolet (FUV) mainly using the44

Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) and the Advanced Camera for Surveys45

(ACS) [Grodent, 2015, and refs therein]. Many of these observations were coordinated46

with in situ and/or remote measurements from the Cassini spacecraft, including its Ultra-47

violet Imaging Spectrometer (UVIS), during its orbital tour from 2004 to 2017. Recent48

reviews summarize our current understanding of kronian auroral processes [Kurth et al.,49

2009; Badman et al., 2015; Stallard et al., in press, and refs therein].50

The UV aurorae are the neutral atmospheric response of the prominent H and H251

species to precipitations of electrons energized in the magnetosphere. The energy of pri-52

mary electrons, measured by various methods based on spectroscopic HST/STIS and Cassini/UVIS53

measurements ranges from a few keV to a few tens of keV [Gustin et al., 2017]. The kro-54

nian aurorae decompose into a variety of components, tentatively listed by Grodent [2015],55

driven by different acceleration processes and underlying current systems. We hereafter re-56

strict ourselves to four broad categories : the so-called main oval, noon/post-noon high57

latitude emissions (polar cusp and bifurcations), the low-latitude secondary oval and58

the Enceladus footprint.59

The dominant auroral emission is a circumpolar main oval, whose intensity and lo-60

cation significantly vary with time. It was early found to be associated with Saturn’s Kilo-61

metric Radiation (SKR) [Kurth et al., 2005] and with strong upward field-aligned currents62

located slightly equatorward of the open-closed field line boundary [Bunce et al., 2008;63

Belenkaya et al., 2008; Hunt et al., 2015]. It typically radiates a few tens of kilo-Rayleighs64

(kR, local photon flux per pixel) and a few tens of GW (total power radiated by the65

whole auroral region), although differing definitions of these quantities used in the litera-66

ture prevent us from cross-comparing them for the purpose of, for example, investigating67

seasonal variations. The quiet main oval is a quasi-circular narrow faint ring of emission68

near 72 − 75◦ northern latitudes. By contrast, magnetospheric compressions driven by69

interplanetary shocks trigger bright auroral storms typically lasting for ∼1.5 planetary rota-70
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tions (1.5× ∼10.7 h), with a significant part of the main oval expanding toward high lati-71

tudes [Prangé et al., 2004; Clarke et al., 2005, 2009; Meredith et al., 2014a; Badman et al.,72

2016]. Longitudinally extended intensifications along the undisturbed oval phased with73

SKR were alternately related to rotationally-modulated nightside injections [Jackman et al.,74

2009; Mitchell et al., 2009; Nichols et al., 2010a; Lamy et al., 2013]. The main oval addi-75

tionally hosts a variety of smaller-scale transient and/or sub-corotating hot spots [Radioti76

et al., 2009; Grodent et al., 2011; Meredith et al., 2013; Radioti et al., 2015]. On average,77

its brightness strongly varies with Local Time (LT) with a main maximum at dawn [Bad-78

man et al., 2006; Lamy et al., 2009; Carbary, 2012], a peculiarity of Saturn’s aurorae.79

Cusp aurorae have also been occasionally identified as emissions radiating a few80

GW and up to 50 kR, varying on timescales of hours, and confined close to noon either81

along the main oval or poleward of it depending on the orientation of the interplanetary82

magnetic field [Gérard et al., 2005; Meredith et al., 2014b; Palmaerts et al., 2016; Kinrade83

et al., 2017]. Such signatures are sometimes associated with duskside bifurcations of the84

main emission, similarly attributed to dynamical dayside reconnection [Radioti et al., 2011;85

Meredith et al., 2014b]. A faint secondary oval, ∼ 2 kR bright, has additionally been iden-86

tified on the southern nightside in HST/STIS and then Cassini/UVIS images equatorward87

of the main one. This component appeared as a few-degrees-wide ring near −67◦ south-88

ern latitude [Grodent et al., 2010; Lamy et al., 2013; Radioti et al., 2017]. Grodent et al.89

[2010] attributed it to the precipitation of suprathermal electrons from the middle mag-90

netosphere rather than to a field-aligned current system. Finally, a last important auroral91

feature consists of a spot at the magnetic footprint of the moon Enceladus driven by the92

planet-satellite interaction. It was identified as a 1 kR bright emission near +64.5◦ latitude93

in only three Cassini/UVIS images [Pryor et al., 2011]. HST failed to detect this spot so94

far [Wannawichian et al., 2008].95

In the frame of Cassini’s Grand Finale, HST/STIS regularly observed Saturn’s north-96

ern aurorae throughout 2017, during northern summer solstice (reached on 24 May). These97

conditions offered the best achievable HST viewing of the northern auroral region. They98

also provided maximal solar illumination (with a sub-solar latitude of 26.73◦), i.e. max-99

imal northern ionospheric conductivity and thus maximized ionosphere-magnetosphere100

coupling through the current systems driving most of the kronian aurorae. The HST ob-101

servations were carefully coordinated with in situ measurements of the Cassini spacecraft102

within the auroral region, for which they thus provide a frame of interpretation. In this ar-103

ticle, we analyze 24 HST/STIS images concurrently with Cassini SKR observations and104

propagated solar wind (SW) parameters. The dataset is presented in section 2 and ana-105

lyzed in section 3. Results are then discussed in section 4. Details on the HST data pro-106

cessing and supplementary Figures are provided in the supplementary material.107

2 Dataset108

2.1 HST/STIS observations109

During the Cassini Grand Finale, STIS observed Saturn’s FUV auroral emissions110

during 25 HST orbits distributed throughout 2017. These were scheduled when Cassini111

was planned to traverse SKR sources, themselves colocated with layers of auroral field-112

aligned upward currents [Lamy et al., in press]. Each orbit included a single, ∼ 44 min113

long, time-tagged exposure. The time-tag mode provides the arrival time of photons recorded114

on the STIS MAMA (Multi-Anode Microchannel Array) detector at a 125 microsec reso-115

lution and thus enables us to track dynamics at timescales shorter than the exposure (as116

illustrated in supplementary Figure S1 and Animation S1). Out of 25 orbits, 24 ac-117

quired 1024×1024 pix images at 0.00247 arcsec.pix−1 resolution with the Strontium Fluo-118

ride filter F25SrF2 (148 nm central wavelength, 28 nm FWHM) which rejects wavelengths119

shortward of 128 nm and notably the H Ly-α line. One orbit was also used to slew the120

northern auroral region with the 0.5 arcsec slit and the G140L grating. In this study, we121
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focus on the analysis of the images, processed and translated into brightnesses and power122

radiated over the full H2 bands (70-180 nm) as detailed in the supplementary material.123

2.2 Cassini/RPWS data and solar wind models124

Cassini quasi-continuous observations of the Radio and Plasma Wave Science ex-125

periment (RPWS) [Gurnett et al., 2004] were used to monitor the activity of Saturn’s126

Kilometric Radiation measured between a few kHz and occasionally beyond 1000 kHz.127

We derived both power integrated over 10-1100 kHz and flux densities between 3.5 and128

1500 kHz normalized to 1 AU observing distance for comparison purposes with previ-129

ous studies [Lamy et al., 2008]. The normalization assumes a source-observer distance130

equal to the planet-observer one, an assumption which is less and less valid for closer131

Cassini-Saturn distances, but fair enough to assess typical intensities. We also used north-132

ern SKR phases, derived as described in [Lamy, 2011] from the most recent northern133

SKR period (∼ 10.8 h throughout 2017) [Lamy, 2017].134

The solar wind (SW) parameters used in this study were numerically propagated135

from the Earth’s orbit out to Saturn with two magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) codes. The136

Tao 1D model was originally developed for the jovian case [Tao et al., 2005] and later137

extrapolated to Saturn’s orbit (e.g. [Kimura et al., 2013]). The Multi-scale Fluid-kinetic138

Simulation Suite (MS-FLUKSS) [Pogorelov et al., 2014] is a 3D model validated in the139

outer heliosphere thanks to in situ plasma measurements of Ulysses, Voyager and New140

Horizons [Kim et al., 2016]. The input parameters are, for both models, near-Earth SW in141

situ observations provided by either NASA/GSFC’s OMNI 1h averaged data obtained from142

Wind measurements [King and Papitashvili, 2005] and/or Stereo-A measurements instead.143

The uncertainty depends on the derived parameters and on the angular separation between144

the Earth and Saturn and gradually increases from opposition. For angular separations145

less than 90◦, which provide a fair coverage of the year through complementary Omni and146

Stereo-A inputs, the typical uncertainty on the timing of dynamic pressure fronts is esti-147

mated to be less than ±35 h, according to previous results from another 1D model [Zieger148

and Hansen, 2008], whose results are not available for this study.149

3 Results150

3.1 A variety of variable components151

Figure 1 displays polar projections of all STIS images, labelled a to x, as a function152

of LT. Images h-i, j-k, l-m, o-p, q-r, t-v and w-x were acquired along successive HST or-153

bits. The observed aurorae reveal a rich variety of emissions, with highly variable, down154

to timescales of minutes (see Figure S1 and Animation S1), localized features dominated155

in intensity by the main oval. The latter is an inhomogeneous circumpolar ring of emis-156

sion generally more intense in the dawn and pre-midnight sectors. It is quasi-circular at157

72-73◦ latitude in its quiet state (images n, u-v) with brightnesses ranging from a few tens158

of kR down to the ∼ 8 kR noise level (see supplementary material). Whenever active,159

it reaches higher latitudes, often with a left-handed spiral shape (the oval develops coun-160

terclockwise from the pole). In image a, the spiral even surrounds the magnetic pole up161

to extreme 87 − 88◦ latitudes. The brightest events reached peak brightnesses in excess162

of 150 kR (images a, l, s). Overall, half of the STIS images were acquired when the163

Cassini magnetic footprint simultaneously intercepted auroral emissions (red curves).164

Isolated emission regions regularly observed close to noon, located either poleward165

of the main oval (images c, e, n, q, s and possibly i, w, yellow arrows) or along it (im-166

ages f-h, j, orange arrows) are then interpreted as cusp aurorae. The identification of cusp167

emission in the latter case is more ambiguous as hot spots sub-corotating along the main168

oval can move through noon from dawn to dusk [Meredith et al., 2013]. These emissions169

are often associated with duskside bifurcations of the main oval toward high latitudes170
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(images b, e, j-k, n, s, x) accounting for the general left-handed spiral shape of the main171

emission. The association between bifurcations, suggesting dynamical lobe reconnection,172

and noon spots further supports the interpretation of the latter as cusp emissions. Image s173

shows the brightest example around 10:30 LT and 84◦ latitude, persisting over the 44 min174

exposure time and variable at timescales of minutes (see Animation S1 and Figure S1)175

with unusually large brightnesses exceeding 100 kR, the largest ever reported.176

A faint dayside secondary oval equatorward of the main one clearly appears at sev-177

eral occasions within 65 − 72◦ latitude, sometimes in restricted LT sectors (images a, b,178

l, v, green arrows). While this secondary emission appears distinct from the main one,179

we cannot exclude that it is actually reminiscent of ancient long-lived structures from the180

main oval which moved toward low latitudes. Half of these examples correspond to ac-181

tive events when the main oval moved to high latitudes. In image a, this secondary oval182

appears at 69 − 72◦ quasi-continuously from 06:00 LT (or 00:00 LT for the emission183

≤ 70◦) to 18:00 LT, with brightnesses which can exceed 10 kR (the noise level in Fig.184

1a is ∼8 kR). Interestingly, for this image at least, the Cassini footprint intercepts the sec-185

ondary oval near 11:00 LT simultaneously with the STIS exposure. Cassini/MAG mea-186

surements [Dougherty et al., 2004] of the azimuthal magnetic component simultaneous187

to image a (see supplementary Figure S2) reveal successive small-scale abrupt gradients188

consistent with field-aligned current signatures, preceded ∼1 h earlier by a large positive189

gradient indicating a strong upward current layer consistent with the poleward main emis-190

sion (e.g. [Bunce et al., 2008; Talboys et al., 2009, 2011; Hunt et al., 2014; Lamy et al., in191

press]).192

Finally, we also systematically searched for possible emission at the northern Ence-193

ladus footprint (white boxes) but could not identify any signal.194

3.2 Transient enhancements and associated drivers195

Figure 2a plots the total auroral power radiated by H2 (see section 2.1) as a func-196

tion of time, with the individual power values being listed in Figure 1. The total auroral197

power radiated in the UV range may be easily obtained by adding a 12% contribution198

from H-Lyα (e.g. [Lamy et al., 2013]). Overall, the radiated power strongly varies with199

time, with a factor of ∼10 between the weakest and the brightest events, weeks apart (s-200

t), and with a factor of ∼2 between consecutive orbits (t-v or w-x). Seven events showing201

active emissions radiated power larger than 65 GW, the brightest of which reach 124, 93202

and 120 ± 11 GW for images a, l and s, resp. The latter includes the bright cusp emission,203

which radiated 13±0.5 GW.204

Solar wind and planetary rotation both control SKR activity, in addition to UV au-205

rorae. While SW-induced magnetospheric compressions trigger global SKR enhancement206

extending toward low frequencies and lasting for more than a planetary rotation [Desch,207

1982; Kurth et al., 2005; Lamy et al., 2010; Bunce et al., 2010; Kurth et al., 2016; Reed208

et al., 2018], short-lasting SKR intensifications occuring close to the phase of regular209

SKR bursts are associated with rotationally-modulated nightside injections [Jackman et al.,210

2009; Mitchell et al., 2009; Lamy et al., 2013; Reed et al., 2018].211

The purpose of Fig. 2 is to assess the origin of the most active aurorae. Fig. 2b-c212

displays measurements of SKR radiated power and the dynamic spectrum of its flux den-213

sity, which provide a quasi-continuous proxy of the auroral activity at high temporal res-214

olution. Fig. 2d-e display solar wind propagated velocity and dynamic pressure derived215

from the models described in section 2.2. Vertical dashed lines mark the timing of HST216

observations a-x. We can immediately notice that most (if not all) of long-lasting SKR217

intensifications with extensions toward both low and high frequencies fairly match the ar-218

rival of a SW pressure front within error bars. The 5 brightest FUV events a, e, l-m and219

s (boldface dashed lines), with power ≥75 GW, peak brightnesses ≥150 kR and high lat-220

itude emissions, all coincide with such SKR enhancements (zoomed in RPWS dynamic221
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spectra associated with those events are displayed in supplementary Figure S3) and can222

in turn be identified as SW-driven auroral storms. Precisely, the UV observations were223

respectively acquired∼23, 19, 28-30 and 20 h after the start of their associated SKR en-224

hancement, itself lasting at least ∼52, 22, 47 and 32 h with multiple bursts, respectively,225

so that the HST images diagnosed a late stage of 4 different storms.226

In contrast, the 2 consecutive images j-k, with power of ∼ 70 GW and peak bright-227

nesses ≥ 80 kR show a main emission confined at usual latitudes with a midnight ac-228

tive region which rotated toward dawn between the 2 images. These were acquired during229

quiet solar wind conditions at northern SKR phases of 301 and 354◦, just before a modest230

northern SKR burst (see supplementary Figure S3). This SKR burst thus appears roughly231

consistent with the arrival of the active region to dawn. The auroral episodes j-k therefore232

suggest a rotationally-driven nightside injection.233

3.3 Average aurora at solstice234

We now turn to the mean spatial distribution and intensity of Saturn’s northern UV235

aurorae. Figures 3a-b displays average polar projections as a function of LT : panel a dis-236

plays brightnesses at high spatial resolution and panel b displays brightness iso-contours237

of the smoothed image instead. Figures 3c-d display average intensity profiles as a func-238

tion of LT and latitude. The average main oval is a circumpolar ring of emissions of a239

few kR confined within 70 − 80◦ latitudes. Increasing brightnesses then gradually map to a240

dusk-to-noon partial ring, with the most intense emissions (the red-shaded area in panel b241

maps brightnesses ≥ 15 kR) between pre-midnight and dawn.242

The main oval expands poleward beyond ∼ 80◦ between 04:00 and 21:00 LT, encom-243

passing polar arcs and spots produced by dawnside auroral storms, noon cusp and dusk-244

side bifurcations. The low average brightness of these high latitude emissions illustrates245

their transient nature. Figure additionally reveals that the average main oval is shifted to-246

ward the nightside : while the low-latitude boundary (estimated from the latitudinally-247

extended blue-shaded 3 kR contour in Figure 3b) extends down to 70-72◦ between 18:00248

and 06:00 LT through midnight (or even below in the pre-midnight sector), it reaches 73-249

75◦ instead between 09:00 and 15:00 LT through noon, with highest latitudes at 14:00 LT.250

This shift enables us to distinctly identify an equatorward secondary oval between251

67◦ and 73◦ in Figure 3a-b,d, split from the main oval, with a typical mean brightness of252

∼2 kR, occasionally exceeding 3 kR (the standard deviations in Fig. 3a-b are ≤1.5 kR). It253

is pretty remarkable that this secondary oval is detected quasi-continuously from noon to254

the dawn and dusk sides with roughly homogeneous intensities, which suggest that it pri-255

marily consists of steady weak emissions. These characteristics are fairly consistent with256

the 1.7 kR secondary oval previously identified at −67◦ southern nightside latitude [Gro-257

dent et al., 2010]. Precisely, when taking into account the 2◦ northern latitudinal shift due258

to the northern magnetic field offset, the northern dayside oval appears at slightly higher259

latitudes than the nightside southern one, in agreement with the nightside shift of the260

main oval.261

Figure 3c quantifies the LT dependence of northern aurorae discussed above by plot-262

ting the average brightness profile between 70◦ and 85◦ latitude (black line), where the263

emissions are fully visible at all LT. It displays two clear distinct peaks at 05:00 LT and264

22:00 LT. When building the same Figure with SW-driven auroral storms removed, these265

peaks remain but are slightly shifted toward 06:30 and 20:30 LT instead.266

Finally, we similarly investigated the role of planetary rotation, previously found to267

modulate the intensity and position of UV aurorae in both hemispheres [Nichols et al.,268

2010a,b]. Supplementary Figure S4 displays the auroral brightness integrated over 70−80◦269

latitudes of each image as a function of northern SKR phase and LT. The dashed line dis-270

plays a guide meridian indicating an active auroral region rotating at the northern SKR271
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period and reaching 06 : 00 LT at a phase of 0◦ (i.e. at the timing of SKR bursts). In272

contrast with previous positive results obtained with a similar representation for the south-273

ern UV aurorae and southern SKR sources [Nichols et al., 2010a; Lamy, 2011; Lamy et al.,274

2013], no active region can be continuously tracked along or close to this guide merid-275

ian. Supplementary Figures S5a-b displays average polar projections of the aurorae276

similar to Figures 3a-b but organized as a function of northern SKR phase. The Local277

Times were transposed into phases again by assuming that SKR maxima occur at the278

pass of a rotating active region through 06 : 00 LT. Figure S5 does not reveal any par-279

ticular maximum near 0◦, in agreement with Figure S4. The two maxima observed near280

90◦ and 180◦ instead are mainly due to the auroral storms identified above. Looking281

now at the low-latitude boundary of the main emission (yellow contour in Figure S5b),282

it clearly reaches higher latitudes on the left-hand side (74-75◦ latitude at 90◦ phase)283

than on the right-hand side (72-73◦ latitude at 180◦ phase). This latitudinal shift is con-284

sistent with that predicted from the tilt of the northern oval when the upward current285

layer reaches dawn [Nichols et al., 2010b] and therefore suggests a rotational control of286

the oval’s position (and not of its intensity, as already observed between 2011 and 2013287

[Nichols et al., 2016]), whose detailed study is beyond the scope of this paper.288

4 Discussion289

In the previous section, we described the individual and average properties of the290

kronian northern aurorae at solstice, some of which are further discussed below.291

The peak of northern average auroral brightness at 05:00 LT matches that previ-292

ously seen with Cassini/UVIS observations [Carbary, 2012], although its displacement293

toward 06:30 when removing auroral storms provides a typical uncertainty linked to the294

statistics of the dataset. This may account for the difference with the southern average295

auroral brightness peak found from HST STIS/ACS observations at 09:00 [Lamy et al.,296

2009] and from Cassini/UVIS data at 06:00 LT [Carbary, 2012]. More importantly, the297

HST observations of 2017 additionally reveal a second peak of comparable amplitude at298

20 : 30 − 22 : 00 LT, previously unreported, and strikingly reminiscent of Earth’s au-299

rora. This LT sector is also the one where the equatorward latitude of the main oval (iso-300

contours ≥ 3 kR in Fig. 3) minimizes. We thus suggest that this secondary peak arises301

either from a better viewing of the nightside sector or from more frequent nightside in-302

jections sampled in the analyzed dataset than in past studies [Badman et al., 2006; Lamy303

et al., 2009; Carbary, 2012], possibly favored under solstice conditions.304

In contrast with a clear LT dependence of the auroral intensity, the rotational dy-305

namics do not seem to play a significant role, if we except the moderate brightening phased306

with the northern SKR seen in the two successive images j-k and clues of a rotational307

control of the oval’s position. Instead, the most obvious variability is that induced by308

large scale auroral storms driven by the SW, for which SKR quasi-continuous observations309

provide total durations estimated between 22 and 48 h. This largely exceeds the 11 − 21 h310

range inferred by [Meredith et al., 2013], which explained a typical duration of ∼ 1.5311

planetary rotations for the time needed by hot plasma injected from the nightside with a312

60% subcorotational motion to complete one rotation. Accounting for the observed dura-313

tions would require very low sub-corotational rates (from 20 to 50%). Instead, we propose314

that storms generally do not result from a single magnetospheric compression but from315

a series of them consistent with the multiple SKR bursts observed along one long event.316

The peculiar spiral shape observed in image a with extremely high latitudes surrounding317

the northern magnetic pole finally questions the interpretation of the main emission as a318

tracer of the open-closed field line boundary located 1-2◦ poleward, in which case the po-319

lar cap would correspond to a very small region around the pole. Analyzing Cassini in320

situ measurements obtained a few hours before image a (namely when the spacecraft321

sampled the dawnside region poleward of the main oval) is required to adress this ques-322

tion. The detailed study of another example of UV auroral storm temporally resolved by323
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Cassini/UVIS and of an SKR long-lasting enhancement consistent with a SW origin is the324

subject of a companion paper [Palmaerts et al., 2018].325

The apparent systematic ∼ 3◦ nightside shift in latitude of the average northern326

auroral oval, previously unreported to our knowledge, is consistent with the modeled in-327

fluence of the solar wind flow on the open-closed field line boundary [Belenkaya et al.,328

2008].329

Cusp emissions and bifurcations were very frequently observed, in ∼ 50% of the330

images. This unusually high occurrence rate is likely related to the magnetosphere/SW331

configuration reached at solstice. This scenario implies enhanced SW-driven mass load-332

ing of the magnetosphere, and therefore supports more frequent nightside plasmoid re-333

leases/injections. The observation of an unusually bright cusp emission in image s, ex-334

tended by a duskside bifurcation connecting it to a spiral-shaped main oval and observed335

during an auroral storm, suggests that it may have been induced by a SW-driven magneto-336

spheric compression as observed at Earth [Farrugia et al., 1995] and similarly proposed at337

Uranus [Lamy et al., 2017].338

The identification of a dayside low latitude emission with 2 − 3 kR brightnesses339

on average (which compare to that previously identified with comparable brightness and340

latitude on the nightside) imply a steady mechanism able to operate at all longitudes. In341

addition, it is worth noting that the dayside portion of the oval is not active in all indi-342

vidual images and in half of the cases during auroral storms. This suggests an additional343

transient activity possibly linked to dayside compression of magnetic field lines. The pre-344

viously proposed origin of such emission related to a suprathermal population of elec-345

trons in the middle magnetosphere Grodent et al. [2010] is called into question by both346

this transient activity and by in situ magnetic measurements consistent with small-scale347

field-aligned currents. These features are alternatively consistent with either ancient348

long-lived structures of the main emission associated with strong field-aligned currents349

which moved toward lower latitudes and/or auroral precipitations associated with a350

secondary current system previously observed within 68.5 − 72◦ latitudes [Hunt et al.,351

2015]. The detailed analysis of Cassini plasma measurements during this peculiar event is352

also necessary to address these questions.353

5 Conclusion354

In this study, we analyzed 24 HST/STIS images of Saturn’s northern aurorae ac-355

quired throughout 2017 during northern summer solstice, concurrently with Cassini/RPWS356

SKR observations and numerically propagated SW parameters. The observed northern au-357

rorae display highly variable auroral components, with a total power ranging from 7 to358

124±11 GW. The prominent component is the main oval observed poleward of 72◦ and359

shifted by ∼ 3◦ toward the nightside which bears clear signatures of the solar wind (4360

auroral storms coincident with SKR long-lasting enhancements) and planetary rotation (1361

auroral brightening coincident with a regular SKR burst). Recurrent cusp emissions and362

bifurcations are unexpectedly frequent, in 50% of the images, with an unusually bright363

cusp emission observed during an auroral storm which radiated 13±1 GW, likely triggered364

by the SW. The identification of a dayside secondary oval at 70◦ latitudes, 2 − 3 kR bright365

on average with some clues of temporal variability brings new constraints to its possible366

origins. On average, the northern solstice aurorae display a strong LT dependence with367

two maxima at dawn and pre-midnight, the latter being attributed to regular nightside in-368

jections, with clues of a rotational control of the oval’s average position, but not of its369

intensity. These results provide a reference frame to analyze Cassini in situ and/or remote370

measurements, whether simultaneous (the Cassini footprints intercepted an auroral compo-371

nent in half of the images) or not.372
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Figures/Fig1.pdf

Figure 1. Polar projections of HST/STIS images of northern kronian aurorae obtained in 2017, plotted

as a function of LT (the red meridian indicate noon). The 24× ∼ 44 min-long exposures (labelled a to x)

were projected at 1100 km altitude [Gérard et al., 2009]. The light time travel-corrected observing time, the

northern SKR phase and the total power radiated in the H2 bands are provided above each image. Yellow

(orange) arrows indicate plausible cusp emissions poleward of (along) the main oval. Green arrows indicate a

low-latitude emission. White boxes map to the Enceladus magnetic footprint. The red (gray) curves plot the

Cassini magnetic footprint during (±2 h aside) each HST exposure.
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Figures/Fig2.pdf

Figure 2. (a) Total auroral power radiated in the H2 bands. (b) Total SKR power integrated over 10-

1100 kHz with a 90 s resolution [Lamy et al., 2008] derived from (c) Cassini/RPWS dynamic spectrum of

flux density between 3.5 and 1500 kHz. (d-e) Velocity and dynamic pressure propagated at Saturn by two

MHD models (described in section 2.2), using either Omni or Stereo-A data inputs. The double black ar-

row plots a ±35 h error bar. Boldface portions of colored curves correspond to angular separation between

Wind/Stereo-A and Saturn lower than 90◦.
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Figures/Fig3.pdf

Figure 3. (a) Average of the 24 polar projections displayed in Figure 1, once smoothed over a 3 pix-wide
running box. (b) Same as (a) but using a 17 pix-wide running box instead, aimed at maximizing the
signal-to-noise at the expense of spatial resolution. The color scale indicates iso-contours at 3, 7, 11 and

15 kR. These two panels display the average locus and brightness of the circumpolar main oval within 70−85◦

latitude, of noon cusp emissions within or poleward of the main oval and of the equatorward secondary oval,

visible near 70◦ dayside latitudes. (c) Average intensity profiles integrated in latitude between 70◦ and 85◦

(black line) encompassing all auroral emissions and between 55◦ and 65◦ (gray line) out of any auroral

emissions as a function of LT. The average auroral intensity clearly displays two wide maxima at 05:00 and

22:00 LT. (d) Same as (c) as a function of latitude for successive 02 h-wide LT ranges (colored lines).
The main emission is visible at all LT, with distinct high and low latitude emissions mostly visible on the
dayside.
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